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SEARCHING FOR PLATE FAULTS ON PEACE STAMPS CALLUM WATSON

I have a rather intriguing problem. Some years ago I acquired a First Day cover with the 1Fr Pax
(Zumstein No. 270), and on close examination it proved to have a fault (see illustration above of a
detailed high resolution scan which shows a three, if not four, part flaw, the upper two being
identical). As this was unlisted in the Zumstein Spezialkatalog I shrugged it off as a 'one-off oddity,
until recently I came across another example with the identical fault. At this point, understandably.
I really got quite excited, and sent both copies off to Switzerland to a good friend and dealer to see
what he thought about it. He in turn passed it on to Kurt Loetscher, one of the official experts of
the SBPV, and in due course this came back from him (translated) :

"Znr. 270, 1 Fr. PAX: It looks like a plate fault. In which case there should be several stamps
exhibiting this fault, with which neither I nor other experts are familiar. In my opinion it is almost
unbelievable that it should not have been noticed before. So until further evidence, your stamp
should be classed as Ab.1 .01C."

A call to my friend elicited that the proof required would be further examples of the fault, so I
wonder if any of the members, if they were to look through their collections, might come up with
another example — ideally more than one — and best of all a positional piece, as unfortunately
neither of my examples offer any indication of the Sheet No. or position. It seems to me very
possible that this fault may only occur early or late in the printing, but then again, with an issue of
only 288,000 .....

I shall ask around all the other contacts that I can think of, and hope that something comes up.
Who knows, somebody just might have a complete sheet or two squirreled away !
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS

Next Meetings of the Society

The Society's Annual National Meeting j 9th .Mth
U April 2000

There are still a few places available for this major event. If you haven't done so already, please
send your booking form to the Treasurer as soon as possible. Reserve any accommodation
directly with the hotel. You are welcome to attend for only one of the two days, but please contact
the Treasurer to make arrangements for refreshments.

If you wish to submit material for the 'Instant Auction' to be held during the Meeting, full details
and vendor forms are available from Fred Hoadley via the Newsletter Editor. Only those attending
the Meeting will be able to participate in the auction.

th"London Group — On Wednesday uApril 2008 the popular 'Odds and Ends' evening will take
place with members bringing new acquisitions, unusual items and anything else that could be of
interest. The meeting, which will be the last of the season, will commence at 6.30. p.m. in Room
B328, Third Floor, Macmillan House, Paddington Station, London W2.

Northern Group — The Group's AGM and Competitions open to all Members will take place on the
5tn

April commencing at 2.00 p.m. in the Leeds Institute for the Blind and Deaf, Centenary House,
North Street, Leeds. (Enquiries to David Hope 0161 303 0091).

Southern Group — 'Meine Heimat' (material related to a favourite village, town or region of
Switzerland of your choice) — All Members. To be held on Saturday 7th June 2008 commencing at
10.30.a.m. and closing at approximately 4.00. p.m. at the Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road, Salisbury.
(Enquiries to the Editor). There will be a further meeting on Saturday 25th October 2008. Details
regarding the specific subject will follow.

The Maintenance and Dissemination of Information 

The Society's Secretary, Peter Vonwiller, writes:
The joint needs of ensuring that information is preserved for the future whilst being readily
accessible in an attractive format to both members and non-members alike was examined
recently at a meeting of the Newsletter Editor, the Webmaster and the Librarian. The Honorary
Treasurer and the Secretary added their 'two pennyworth'.

Historically the Newsletter has effectively both preserved information whilst passing this on
monthly to Society members and this will continue. For consideration is the possibility of
increasing both the number of illustrations and pages, the ratio of articles versus advertising and
the quality of reproduction including the possible use of colour. With the increasing use of e-mail
some members might possibly appreciate the opportunity of receiving their copy of the Newsletter
via this system. Printing and distribution costs would thus be reduced.

The Society's Website, still very much in its infancy, has the potential for considerable expansion.
It is seen as a major potential vehicle in attracting new members, particularly those of a younger
generation. Short-term plans include an eye catching Front Page. A brief history of the Society will
be documented incorporating a list of the Society's Officers. The benefits of Society membership
will be highlighted. The introduction of an online membership Application Form will be considered.
Forthcoming events, such as regional meetings and the Society's Annual National Meeting
incorporating the AGM, will be announced and recent news items, including reports on meetings
will be published. The possibility of providing online copies of back issues of the Newsletter will be
considered. The Website currently holds a subject index of articles published in the Newsletter
from 1985 to 2005. This index will be extended back to 1965. Visitors to the Website will be able
to contact the Librarian for copies of appropriate articles. An online index (and ultimately back
issues of the Newsletter) would be limited to those published prior to three years previously, thus
protecting existing members' interests. Links pointing to related organisations and stamp dealers
would be included. A 'Comments Page will provide visitors to the site with the opportunity to make
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observations. A multi-language Glossary of philatelic terms will be added at a later stage. Books,
journals and other publications housed in the Society's Library will be listed, together with
instructions as to how these may be loaned by members. Consideration will be given to including
a running index of relevant articles appearing in sister journals. This to include those originating in
foreign languages but with titles appearing in English.

While access to the Library will be enhanced as already indicated, the Newsletter will be used to
publicise recent additions, provide reviews and draw attention to books/publications relating to
specific subjects. The Librarian proposes circulating the membership to ascertain their particular
interests, especially in respect of journals. The Library should be considered the main repository
for in-depth articles/reports produced by members with their availability highlighted via both the
Newsletter and the Website.

Hopefully this brief résumé will stimulate a constructive discussion at this
(Item 11 of the Agenda published in the February edition of the Newsletter).
know what is required by the membership and will welcome ideas
disseminating information.

year's AGM in April
Your Officers need to
on maintaining and

New Member

A warm welcome to Mr David Bennett-Williams who joined the Society in March. Like all our
members David, we hope that you will take full advantage of the many services provided and look
forward to seeing you at one of our future events.

Addendum to Newsletter

The second paragraph of Eric Lienhard's article The Waking of a Sleeping Beauty in the
March 2008 edition (Page 21)  should have read : 'An inquiry with and reply from Mr. K. Gebert of

-Frdtttéllenchronik fame confirmed-my -hope. He writes that the Piotta post office depot was
established on 1.10.1902. His search in the Gueller records showed that the Piotta cds was
supplied on 30.9.1902 (Fig. 3). Until head and regional offices declared the canceller fit for
purpose, some days would have passed, so that on 30.9.1902 or 1.10.1902 the existing straight
line canceller would have been used making the Bellinzona 3.02. an arrival cancel.'
Apologies from the Editor for the omission.

Answer to Query

Michael Rutherfoord has been looking at the questions posed by Richard T. Hall in the article
'Does Anyone Know the Answer?' in the February 2008 edition of the Newsletter (Page 14). His
researches are not yet complete. He writes : "Dick Hall really knows how to ask a good question. It
is certain that his suggested answer is feasible, but not in 1928, as there were not enough aircraft
to do the job then ! After much searching in various archives in Switzerland and analysis by him
and Charles LaBlonde we have the projected PTT/Aero Club solution, but not the definitive
programme after the heavy rain of 22 ild May stopped play. Before we complete our findings it
would be of great help if Members could check their examples of Registered and Express covers)
and send good copies into the Editor as soon as possible of the front and rear sides (showing the
delivery 'back stamps'). Thank you."

- International Auction
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POSTAL TERMS FOUND ON SWISS CANCELLATIONS AND THEIR MEANING FELIX GANZ

Looking through old editions of the HPS Newsletter can reward the reader with a wealth of useful
information to help in his or her understanding of Swiss philatelic items and its postal history. Our
member Ray Harris recently reminded the current Editor of an article by Felix Ganz which is
particularly useful to professional researchers and, indeed, anyone with an inquiring mind. With
no apologies, it is reprinted, nearly 40 years on, for the benefit of our current membership. If you
know of any more recent postal terms on cancellations or other articles from years gone by which
you feel are particularly worthy of drawing to the attention of members please let the Editor know,

'Some time ago several enquiries were received as to the significance of certain abbreviations –
or at times spelled out terms – On Swiss circular date stamps of very large regional head post
offices. In going through several thousand postmarks, the following terms were found, and there
are given below alphabetically such terms, together with their most likely translation. Only large
Post Offices feature such inner-divisional identifications, while terms appearing at the bottom of
cancellations of branch offices of large cities signify only the name of the branch. These sub-
divisional markings appear as early as 1870 in some instances. Several mean the same thing, but
may be described in different terms.

Aeroport Airport
Annahme Receiving (window)
Annahmeamt Receiving station
Arrivee Mess. Incoming mails
Aufgabe Posting of .......
Ausgabe Distribution, delivery
Autodienst Postal cars division
Aviation Airmail
Bahnhof Railroad depot
Bahnpostamt Office dealing with

--
Briefamt Letter office
Briefe Letters (div)
Brief & Geld- Letter and Money
postamt Accounts Division
Briefannahme Letter receiving
Briefaufgabe Letter posting
Bit Dist. Letter distribution
Bit Ausgabe Letter delivery
Bit Exped. Letter despatch
Briefpost Letter window
Brieftrager Mail carrier
Briefversand Letter despatch
Cases Lock boxes (POB)
Checkamt Cheque division
Chekb(Oro) Cheque office
Chekb.K. Cheque control etc.
Consign. Lett. Letter Acceptance Div.
Consign Mess. Mail Acceptance Div.
Controle Control Office
Coils Parcels
Depot Coils Parcel window
Depot. Lett. Letter window
Depot CFF RR station office
Distribution Delivery
Druck and Werz. Stamp Printing Div.
Eildienst Special Delivery Serv.
(Continued on Page 30)

Fil(iale) Branch Office
Flugplatz Airport
Flugpost Airmail
Gare RR depot
Geldpost Money division
Geldannahme Money accepting window
Giomali Newspapers
Joumaux Newspapers
Kreispost District H.Q
Kontrolle Control office.

—Let Air.  - Letter Ell living branch--
Lettres Letter mail
Lettere Letter mail(s)
Luftpost Airmail
Mandate, Mandats Postal money orders
Mandatbureau Money Order office
Mandatdistr. Money Order del. Section
Mess(ageries) Mail office
Nachnahmen C.O.D.window
Office des Office dealing with RR
Ambulants mail despatch.
Office tempor. Temporary mail facility
Paketamt Parcel post office
Paketannahme Parcel receiving window
Paketaufgabe Parcel posting window
Paketausgabe Parcel distribution
Paketversand Parcel despatch
Paketpost Parcel post
Poste aerienne Airmail
Postlager Will call (general del.)
PK (postkreis) Postal district
Poste restante Will call (general del.)
Postreisende Postal coach div. (for

travellers; ticket office)
Recouvrements C.O.D.
Remboursements Money delivery (or pay

in) window
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THAT two booklets have appeared of interest to specialists: firstly one by Markus Seitz of
Luzern on up-to-date tables of "Postage Rates Inland and Foreign 1976 to 2007" in German in the
style of the Zack tables. Why 1976? In that year on 9 th August. the first Swiss ATMs were put on
sale very discretely "as of no interest to stamp collectors" said the PTT, and Markus has run an
international business on them ever since with excellent handbooks, full of useful information. The
A5 rates booklet mentioned can be had from him for CHF 15.- plus postage, as well as his other
publications from Posffach: 6002 Luzern, or email at 22atrns@atms.ch
THAT other by Roberto Di Casola of via Fern 29, 6900 Lugano, who has published a new
updated edition of his previous catalogue on the latest Swiss business machine cancellations in
full colour with the text in Italian, French and German, 67 pages ring-bound A5 "Repetorio
Catalogo". This is published in association with the SVPS (Swiss Postmark Collectors Society).
THAT the above society has recently agreed to take over the "lost" members of the defunct
Swiss Coil Stamp Society. This shows a trend as small specialist societies join up with bigger
survivors and will not be the last.
THAT in the latest Rölli auction in Luzern 14 -16 Feb 08 there was again a full set of 6
volumes of the Miler Postmark Record Books which went for an astonishing CHF 2,800.- plus
27%. I think a philatelic library must be after them. Or did you miss it, blinded by the cornucopia of
the other wonders? A very successful auction.
THAT the SP have revealed that about 85% of letters are from businesses, mostly at bulk
rates, and have produced a bumper profit, which of course whets the appetite of the raisin pickers
(or plums in English idiom), so that the parliament is about to decide to drop the maximum weight
of SP letters from 100 to 50g. To help whom?
THAT the artists who draw the fake stamps on bulk junk mail, to make them look more
important than they are, have come onto another trick, dirty cancellers and under-inked
"cancellations", just like the real ones. Here a selection, see Figs 1,2 &3. The so-called stamps are
all in full colour. Note how the spots are repeated.
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THAT one of the great Swiss thinkers of the 18th Century Albrecht von Haller has now been
placed again on a stamp, the last time was for the Pro Juventute in 1958, 5c Z 173, 250 years
after his birth in Bern. At the age of 16 he studied medicine in Germany and Holland with journeys
to London and Paris. But he was not only a practicing doctor, but also an authority on botany, the
Alps, glaciers, etc. See Fig. 4 for the stamp and FD cancel, with his interests almost hidden on the
stamp. As with Einstein the Tourist Office in Bern has organised walks through the city visiting the
places of interest associated with this great scientist.
THAT for each of the last 4 years a single football stamp • -

has been issued. Now placed in the correct position an 441c.'-:.:
interesting composition is made on 4.3.08. See Fig.5. ,




